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DEFINITIONS   
 

ROOF: 

A roof is the covering on the uppermost part of a building. A roof protects the building 

and its contents from the effects of weather and the invasion of animals. Structures that 

require roofs range from a letter box to a cathedral or stadium, dwellings being the 

most numerous. 

 

ATTIC: 

area immediately under roof: a room or the area that occupies the space under a 

pitched roof. While some attics are converted into bedrooms or home offices, complete 

with windows and staircases, most attics remain hard to reach and neglected, and are 

typically used for storage. 

 

DORMER: 

window projecting from roof: a window for a room within the roof space that is built out 

at right angles to the main roof and has its own gable 

 

 



INTRODUCTION  
The attic or room-in-the-roof construction 

has become increasingly popular in recent 

years with the tendency for planners to seek 

steeper pitched roofs, particularly in rural 

areas. The house style created is often 

referred to as a ‘chalet’. On a normal two-

storey house with a roof pitch of about 45°, 

the volume enclosed by the roof is 

approximately 40% of the volume of the 

two storeys below, and on a single-storey 

building this proportion goes up to almost 

80%. It therefore makes sense to attempt to 

use the extra enclosed space provided by 

the roof structure. 



TYPES OF ROOFS  

COMBINATION ROOF  
LOUVRE HIP ROOF  



ROOF STRUCTURE   



ROOF STRUCTURAL 

MEMBERS 

Valley 

A valley is used if the external walls of the home turn 

an internal corner. It is designed to direct water 

down towards its intersection point, and then the 

water runs down the valley and off the roof. 

Hip 

A hip design can sometimes be found at a corner of 

the external walls of the home. Just like a mountain, 

a hip allows rainwater and snow to fall off either 

side of the hip and then slide off of the roof. 
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Polynesian Shaped Attic Truss 

Gambrel Attic  

TYPES OF ATTICS  



An attic roof structure with gables at both ends is comparatively simple to 

construct using purlins and common rafters. The hip end attic however poses 

some more difficult problems of support within the hip area, with L- or T shaped 

roofs posing further problems at the roof intersection. In all cases careful 

consideration must be given to the support both of the floor joists and of the 

purlins. 

It is therefore almost impossible to provide a solution to an attic construction 

without knowing precisely the room layout, and which of those room walls is 

capable of carrying load. 

STRUCTURE OF ATTICS  



BASIC REQUIREMENTS  

OF AN ATTIC 
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ATTIC SIZES  



STRUCTURE  OF 

 ATTICS  

LOUVRE-HIP -ATTIC 

VALLEY ATTIC  



STRUCTURE  OF 

 ATTICS  



INTERIOR VIEW  

OF ATTICS  



INTERIOR VIEW  

OF ATTICS  



MOST COMMON  

DORMER STYLES  

Most attic roofs will be fitted with at least one dormer to provide both increased full-height 

room area within the roof, and light and ventilation. 

ATTIC DORMERS  

FLAT ROOFED DORMER  SLOPED DORMER  GABLED DORMER  



DORMER  

FRAMEWORK 

Dormer framework 

The construction of the dormer is relatively 

simple. The critical part of the design is the 

forming of an adequately strong framed 

opening within the main roof. In forming the hole 

for the dormer, the continuity of roof slope 

support is removed and provision must be made 

to carry the load both above and below the 

opening formed. If an upper and lower purlin 

are used in the attic structure, then these 

members may be used to support the rafters 

both above and below the opening. The 

perimeter of the hole formed in the main roof 

will provide the foundation for the dormer 

framework itself. 



DORMER  

FRAMEWORK 

A dormer whose main purpose is to increase the amount of floorspace with adequate headroom 

is in reality a roof extension. As a basic principle, new dormer windows or roof extensions 

should respect the scale of the building and they should not dominate or tend to overwhelm the 

original roof. 



When considering the formation or alteration of dormer windows to provide additional living 

space, owners tend to concentrate their efforts on maximising the internal accommodation, often 

to the detriment of the street scene and the building itself. 



The term ‘roof window’ is a term recently introduced to the building industry to describe what is in 

effect an opening roof light. The roof light is normally fixed, of course, and provides only light to 

the building. The advantage of the roof window over the dormer, if additional floor space is not 

the criterion, is that because the glaze area is angled directly at the sky, significantly more light is 

admitted to the room. 

ROOF LIGHTS AND ROOF WINDOWS 



ATTIC STAIRS/LADDERS   



TYPES OF ATTICS IN SEYCHELLES  

Since colonial times in Seychelles people have been using attics in roofs. Such characteristics were 

most common in colonial buildings of rich Families of European descendent. Such spaces were and 

are still being used as bedrooms. Hip and valley attics are the most common types of attic found in 

Seychelles.  







CURRENT TRENDS  







MISUSE OF ATTIC SPACE   
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